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c Yes. If you fight together with me and the other soldiers
down there at Ourail., you can have my rifle as a present. If
on the contrary you kill me—as you seem to intend—you at
least won't be able to boast that you took iny rifle from me.'
There were deep 'Hmmms' of admiration from the crowd,
and Nondo, reddening with pleasure, took the rifle. He shook
hands with Servan, and pledged the support of his tribesmen
In helping to crush the rebels. More than 200 of them
actually crossed the island to Ourail, with Servan at their
head, and under Nondo, Kake and Gelima played a large
part in quelling the insurrection.
As news kept coming in to Noumea, and refugee women
and children began arriving at the capital with terrible
tales of atrocities wreaked on white people—or natives in
the service of whites—panic began to seize the people of
Noumea. The rebel natives reached Toughoue, only 12 kms.
from the capital, killing, burning and pillaging as they
came. The military commander of th colony, Colonel
Gally-Passebosc, had been killed in ambush on the road
between Ourail and Boulouparis,
At a meeting in Noumea it was decided to form small
mounted groups of twenty men each, to clear the rebels
back from the Noumea district, while further contingents
were sent in coastal cutters to land at various points along
the West Coast.
Colonel Wendling was appointed in place of Gaily-
Passebosc and a planned campaign was instituted against the
natives. The fighting now developed into guerilla warfare-
As soon as the rebels were crushed in one spot, the remainder
withdrew to the mountains, and within a few days the revolt
would break out elsewhere. For months the campaign went
on, the French destroying native villages and burning the
cultivation fields, the natives withdrawing to the north,
burning homes and stations, massacring the inmates and
arming themselves with their weapons. By September the
revolt had spread as far as Poya, 220 kms. from Noumea.
Most of the colonists there were massacred.

